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ABSTRACT

Wintertime high-latitude blocking is associated with persistent changes in temperature and precipitation

over much of the Northern Hemisphere. Studies have shown that the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO), the

primary form of intraseasonal tropical variability, significantly modulates the frequency of high-latitude

blocking through large-scale Rossby waves that alter the global circulation. However, the characteristics of

MJO teleconnections are altered by El Niño–SouthernOscillation (ENSO), whichmodifies the global flow on

interannual time scales, suggesting that the MJO influence on blocking may depend on the ENSO phase. The

characteristics of MJO Rossby waves and blocking during ENSO events are examined using composite

analysis and a nonlinear baroclinic model. The ENSO phase-dependent teleconnection patterns are found to

significantly impact Pacific and Atlantic high-latitude blocking. During El Niño, a significant persistent in-

crease in Pacific andAtlantic blocking follows the real-timemultivariateMJO (RMM) phase 7, characterized

by anomalous enhanced tropical convection over the East Indian Ocean and suppressed west Pacific con-

vection. The maximum Atlantic blocking increase is triple the climatological winter mean. Results suggest

that theMJO provides the initial dipole anomaly associated with theAtlantic blocking increase, and transient

eddy activity aids in its persistence. However, during La Niña significant blocking anomalies are primarily

observed during the first half of anMJO event. Significant suppression of Pacific andAtlantic blocking follows

RMM phase 3, when east Indian Ocean MJO convection is suppressed and west Pacific convection is en-

hanced. The physical basis for these results is explained.

1. Introduction

Intraseasonal variability in the tropical atmosphere is

primarily governed by the Madden–Julian oscillation

(MJO; Madden and Julian 1971, 1972). The MJO has a

period of approximately 30–60 days and is typically char-

acterized by enhanced tropical convection flanked by

suppressed convection that propagates eastward from the

west Indian Ocean to the central Pacific, with a tropical

circumglobal signal in the upper-level winds. The con-

vective heating anomalies can generate large-scale Rossby

waves, or teleconnections, that significantly influence the

extratropical circulation (e.g., Hoskins and Karoly 1981;

Matthews et al. 2004; Seo and Son 2012). Recently, MJO

teleconnections have been linked to significant changes in

Northern Hemisphere winter blocking (Henderson et al.

2016, hereinafter H16; Hamill and Kiladis 2014) and

Rossby wave breaking (e.g., Moore et al. 2010; Cassou

2008), which is associated with blocking events. Atmo-

spheric blocks can lead to extreme weather events due to

their persistent and quasi-stationary nature (e.g., Hoskins

and Sardeshmukh 1987; Buehler et al. 2011).

During a blocking event, the mean westerly flow is

‘‘blocked’’ for up to several weeks, redirecting air

masses and precipitation (e.g., Berggren et al. 1949;

Masato et al. 2012). Classic midlatitude blocking blocks

the eddy-driven jet, whereas high-latitude blocking di-

verts its flow (e.g., Woollings et al. 2008; Woollings and

Hoskins 2008; Davini et al. 2012). H16 demonstrated

that high-latitude winter blocking over the Pacific is

significantly suppressed when MJO teleconnections

strengthen the 500-hPa geopotential height gradient,

given that a height reversal at this level is often used to
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define blocking (e.g., Masato et al. 2013; Tibaldi and

Molteni 1990). This typically occurs when MJO convec-

tion is enhanced over the Indian Ocean and Maritime

Continent. When MJO convection is suppressed in this

region and enhanced in the Pacific Ocean, MJO tele-

connections weaken the height gradient and high-latitude

Pacific blocking is more likely to occur. In addition, the

frequency of blocking in the Atlantic is nearly doubled

relative to the winter mean when MJO convection is

suppressed over theMaritime Continent and enhanced in

the west Pacific. When MJO convective anomalies are of

the opposite sign, blocking is significantly suppressed

(e.g., H16; Hamill and Kiladis 2014). Atmospheric

blocking is often associated with Rossby wave breaking

(e.g., Berrisford et al. 2007). Moore et al. (2010) demon-

strated that during the MJO cycle there are significant

changes in Rossby wave breaking poleward of the jet

where high-latitude blocking occurs (e.g., Woollings et al.

2008; Woollings and Hoskins 2008), with less frequent

central and eastern North Pacific cyclonic wave breaking

during the early MJO cycle and increased western and

central North Pacific cyclonic wave breaking later in the

MJO cycle. The study suggested that these changes in

wave breaking are accompanied by changes in atmo-

spheric blocking frequency and surface cyclone density.

The results discussed above suggest that MJO tele-

connections may be an important tool in the midrange

forecasting of high-latitude blocking. However, the

characteristics of MJO teleconnection patterns and the

associated changes in blocking may be different when

the mean large-scale circulation is altered, such as dur-

ing El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events.

ENSO is an ocean–atmosphere coupled mode in the

tropical Pacific and the principal pattern of global in-

terannual variability (e.g., Rasmusson andWallace 1983).

Like the MJO, convective anomalies associated with

ENSOact as heat sources that emitRossbywaves altering

the extratropical circulation. The global changes associ-

ated with ENSO persist for time scales longer than the

MJO, thereby affecting the basic state that theMJO feels

and altering the pathways of MJO Rossby wave propa-

gation. Takahashi and Shirooka (2014) and Moon et al.

(2011) noted differences in the pathways of MJO tele-

connections due to ENSO, and Roundy et al. (2010)

demonstrated the nonlinearity of the combined patterns.

In addition, Riddle et al. (2013) found that ENSO mod-

ulates many MJO extratropical impacts, such as the fre-

quency of the Pacific–North American (PNA) pattern

following MJO activity. ENSO events are also associated

with changes in MJO convection; during El Niño, MJO

activity extends farther eastward (e.g., Hendon et al. 1999;

Kessler 2001) and propagates faster (e.g., Pohl and

Matthews 2007).

This study expands on the results of H16 by examining

the altered pathways ofMJORossby waves during ENSO

events and their impact on Northern Hemisphere winter

blocking frequency. Section 2 describes the data and in-

dices utilized aswell as the two-dimensional (2D) blocking

index employed. ENSO-induced changes to the back-

ground flow and Rossby wave propagation are discussed

in section 3. Section 4 examines the teleconnection pat-

terns associated with the MJO during ENSO phases, and

section 5 investigates how the MJO teleconnections alter

blocking in the North Pacific and North Atlantic regions.

Certain aspects of the MJO teleconnection patterns are

further examined using a nonlinear baroclinic model

(NLBM) in section 6. Last, concluding remarks are pro-

vided in section 7 and the main findings are summarized.

2. Methodology

a. Data

The primary dataset used here is the ERA-Interim re-

analysis (Dee et al. 2011) during boreal winter [December–

February (DJF)], provided at 1.58 3 1.58 horizontal grid
spacing. The data used span the period December 1979

to February 2016. Satellite-based outgoing longwave

radiation (OLR) data are obtained from the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Na-

tionalClimaticDataCenter (NCDC;Lee2011) on a 18 3 18
horizontal grid and span from 1979 to 2014.

The real-time multivariate MJO (RMM) indices are

used to define the eight phases of theMJO (Wheeler and

Hendon 2004; http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/mjo/), as

in H16. The RMM indices (RMM1 and RMM2) are the

first two principal components (PCs) of the combined

empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) of near-

equatorial (158S–158N) anomalous OLR and 200- and

850-hPa zonal winds. The phases of theMJO, referred to

here as RMM phases, are prescribed by tan21(RMM2/

RMM1) and give a broad indication of the location of

anomalous MJO convection. Only strong MJO events

are examined here, defined when the RMM amplitudeffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(RMM12 1RMM22)

p
is greater than 1. Note that the

RMM indices are largely circulation driven (Straub

2013), suggesting that OLR-based MJO indices may

provide some differences in results from those presented

here. Moreover, the eastward extension of the MJO

during ENSO events is represented in the third PC (e.g.,

Kessler 2001), suggesting that RMM1 and RMM2 may

not capture the full MJO signal during ENSO events.

ENSO seasons are defined using the NOAA Climate

Prediction Center (CPC) Oceanic Niño Index (ONI;

http://www.cpc.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/

ensostuff/ensoyears.shtml), which consists of a single
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value for each season. The index represents the 3-month

running mean of sea surface temperature (SST) in the

Niño-3.4 region (58N–58S, 908–1508W). A winter season

experiencing warm ENSO phase conditions occurs

when the ONI exceeds 0.78C, cold ENSO conditions

when theONI is less than20.78C, and neutral or normal

conditions when it does not meet either threshold. We

note that this is a simplification of ENSO, which actually

consists of a continuum of varying amplitudes and

structures, including east and central Pacific patterns

(e.g., Capotondi et al. 2015). The results presented here

are generalized in that the characteristics of the MJO

and its teleconnection patterns will vary depending on

ENSO structure and amplitude. Of the 37 DJF seasons

examined here, 10 are characterized by warm ENSO

conditions, 9 by cold ENSO conditions, and 18 by neutral

conditions.

b. Two-dimensional blocking index

Following H16, the 2D blocking index defined by

Masato et al. (2013) is utilized to examine the impact of

the MJO on Northern Hemisphere blocking during

ENSO phases. The blocking index is defined by

B
i
5

2

Δf

ðf01Df/2

f0

Z
i
›f2

2

Df

ðf0

f02Df/2

Z
i
›f , (1)

where Z is 500-hPa geopotential height and f is latitude.

For a given longitude, an instantaneous block occurs when

the integrated geopotential height north of f0 is larger

than the integrated height to its south, so that Bi . 0.

Consistent with H16 andMasato et al. (2013), f0 is varied

between 408 and 708N and Df 5 308. The tracking algo-

rithm used here is described in detail in H16. Only large-

scale blocking events are examined, defined when at least

158 of longitude are blocked consecutively for at least

5 days. To calculate a blocking frequency, a dichotomous

index is generated for each region where a 1 is given if all

of the blocking criteria are met, and a 0 if they are not.

Note that this index captures blocking events based on a

reversal of the geopotential height gradient, and therefore

will miss some omega-type blocking events that do not

demonstrate a reversal (e.g., Small et al. 2014). Limitations

of various blocking indices, including reversal type indices,

are discussed in Barriopedro et al. (2010).

3. Rossby wave propagation during ENSO

a. ENSO changes to the basic state

The teleconnection patterns associated with the warm

and cold phases of ENSO impact the basic state, or

background flow, that the MJO experiences, thereby

altering the propagation characteristics of the MJO-

induced Rossby waves. The teleconnection patterns as-

sociated with the DJF warm and cold ENSO phases are

shown in Fig. 1. The 500-hPa geopotential height

anomalies are shown since that is the field used to define

blocking in (1), useful for the discussion in section 5.

During El Niño (top), an anomalous cyclonic anomaly

persists over the central Pacific basin, weakening the

mean meridional geopotential height gradient between

the Pacific high latitudes and the midlatitudes. Fur-

thermore, the Pacific subtropical jet extends farther

eastward relative to neutral ENSO conditions (Fig. 2,

shading, middle). Over North America, an anomalous

anticyclone exists with an anomalous cyclone to its

southeast, resembling the positive phase of the PNA

pattern. During La Niña, the opposite-signed telecon-

nection pattern exists with a negative PNA-like pattern

(Fig. 1, bottom) and is associated with a zonally con-

tracted and stronger subtropical jet relative to El Niño
conditions (Fig. 2, bottom panel). The anticyclonic

anomaly also strengthens the mean meridional geo-

potential height gradient between the middle and high

latitudes.

b. Rossby wave propagation during ENSO events

The characteristics of Rossby wave propagation are

largely determined by the upper-level zonal winds (e.g.,

Hoskins and Ambrizzi 1993). The impact of the zonal

wind on the propagation of Rossby waves is examined

using the stationary wavenumber Ks on Mercator co-

ordinates, which provides a basic qualitative un-

derstanding of the behavior of Rossby waves. The value

of Ks is calculated following Karoly (1983) and Hoskins

and Ambrizzi (1993):

K
s
5

�
ab

M

u
M

�1/2

, (2)

where uM is the meanDJF 200-hPaMercator zonal wind

during El Niño or La Niña, a is Earth’s radius, and bM is

the meridional gradient of absolute vorticity on a

sphere, defined as

b
M
5

2V cos2 u

a
2

›

›y

�
1

cos2 u

›

›y
(cos2uu

M
)

�
, (3)

where V is Earth’s rotational constant and u is latitude.

Figure 3 shows Ks for El Niño (top) and La Niña (bot-

tom). Regions with mean easterly winds (uM , 0) are in

white, and regions where the meridional gradient of ab-

solute vorticity is reversed (bM , 0) are in black. In the

subtropical jet, a vorticity anomaly forced by large-scale
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tropical convection can generate a wave train that propa-

gates eastward within the jet, where Ks is maximized and

acts as a waveguide. Based on linear wave dynamics,

Rossby waves cannot propagate in regions where bM , 0,

which is often observed on thenorthern flankof the jet. The

bM , 0 region during El Niño (Fig. 3, top) extends ap-

proximately 408 farther eastward than during La Niña
(Fig. 3, bottom).This suggests that on average, there cannot

benorthward linear propagationofRossbywaves duringEl

Niño until they travel farther east relative to La Niña. As a

result, it is expected that intraseasonal teleconnection pat-

terns in the Pacific will be shifted eastward during El Niño
events relative to LaNiña events. This is in agreement with

Henderson et al. (2017), who found that general circulation

models (GCMs) exhibiting a subtropical jet that extends

too far east produce an eastward shift in the Pacific tele-

connection patterns forced by MJO heating.

c. MJO heating and RWS

In addition to basic state changes, previous studies have

demonstrated that ENSO modifies the characteristics of

MJO heating (e.g., Hendon et al. 1999). The longitudinal

extent of 30–70-day filtered tropically averaged OLR can

be visualized in Fig. 4 for warm (top panel) and cold

(bottompanel) ENSOphases, where the y axis is the eight

phases of theMJO. The bandpass filter is applied in order

to isolate the OLR anomalies associated with intra-

seasonal variability. In agreement with previous studies,

Fig. 4 suggests that MJO convection extends farther

eastward during warm ENSO events than cold ENSO

events (e.g., Hendon et al. 1999; Kessler 2001). For

brevity, we will primarily focus on RMM phases 3 and 7,

which are often used to represent the first and second

halves of an MJO event and are associated with the

strongest extratropical MJO response into the Atlantic

(e.g., Lin et al. 2009, 2010;H16). Furthermore, Tseng et al.

(2018) demonstrate that these phases are associated

with a consistent North Pacific response from one MJO

event to the next. These phases are also chosen to allow a

comparison to the results of H16.

Anomalous 30–70-day band-passed filtered OLR

values associated with RMMphase 7 during both phases

of ENSO are shown in Fig. 5a as an example of the

ENSO influence on MJO heating. The warm and cold

ENSO composites are composed of 83 and 88 days, re-

spectively. During MJO events, upper-level divergence

associated with anomalous convection leads to vorticity

anomalies within the subtropical jet that initiate Rossby

wave trains. The initial vorticity forcing in the jet region

is examined using the Rossby wave source (RWS;

Sardeshmukh andHoskins 1988), which is the sum of the

advection of absolute vorticity and vortex stretching by

the divergent wind:

RWS52= � (V
x
z)52V

x
� =z2 zD , (4)

where z is the absolute vorticity, Vx is the divergent

component of the horizontal wind, and the divergence is

FIG. 1. DJF 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies for (top) warm and (bottom) cold ENSO. Positive values are

solid red contours; negative contours are blue and dashed. Contours are every 10m, and the zero contour is omitted.

Anomalies are computed by removing the first three harmonics of the seasonal cycle and the long-term mean.

Dotted regions indicate anomalies found to be 95% significantly different from zero based on a block-bootstrap test

using a block length of 30 days. For a description of the block-bootstrap test, see section 5 text.
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defined by D 5 =�Vx. The amplitude of the RWS is

strongly modulated by the strength and sharpness of the

subtropical jet (Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1988). The

200-hPa 30–70-day filtered RWS associated with RMM

phase 7 during both ENSO phases is provided in Fig. 5b.

Also shown for reference is the Ks 5 3 contour as an

estimate of the average turning latitude of MJO Rossby

waves, which are typically characterized as wavenumber

2–4 (e.g., Seo et al. 2016; Henderson et al. 2017), and the

bM , 0 region (hatched; see Fig. 3).

During El Niño, the RMM phase 7 RWS is centered

east of the RWS during La Niña. The positive RWS

near the date line is apparently due to the stronger

negative OLR anomaly during El Niño, which leads to

stretching of the column [Eq. (4), second term; not

shown] just south of the maximum jet winds. The

farther eastward extent of the RWS during El Niño

occurs during most RMM phases primarily due to the

eastward extension of OLR anomalies (e.g., Fig. 4).

There are also differences between ENSO phases in

the RWS near and to the east of the exit region of the

jet, which may be associated with differences in con-

vection east of the date line (Fig. 4; e.g., Henderson

et al. 2017). In general, the RWS associated with most

RMM phases (only phase 7 shown; Fig. 5b) is stronger

during La Niña than El Niño, which may be in part due

to a stronger and sharper jet (Fig. 2) or stronger

convection (e.g., Fig. 4). However, the number of days

available for some RMM phases varies between warm

and cold ENSO, which can impact the relative am-

plitude of a composite (e.g., Roundy et al. 2010).

While there are a similar number of days during RMM

phase 7 for El Niño and La Niña, El Niño events ex-

perience approximately twice the number of RMM

FIG. 2. Mean DJF 200-hPa zonal wind (contours) for (top) neutral, (middle) warm, and (bottom) cold ENSO

conditions. Contours are every 10m s21 beginning at 35m s21. Color shading is the mean zonal wind difference

between the corresponding ENSO phase and the neutral ENSO phase.
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phase 3 days relative to La Niña. For further discus-
sion of sample sizes, see section 6 and the appendix.

4. MJO teleconnections during ENSO

The RWS anomalies associated with MJO heating

(Fig. 5b) indicate the location of initial vorticity forcing

for the MJO teleconnection patterns. MJO teleconnec-

tion patterns during ENSO events are examined using

30–70-day filtered 200-hPa streamfunction and 500-hPa

geopotential height anomaly pentads lagged relative to

RMM phases 3 and 7. This is the same compositing

technique used in H16, but with the inclusion of a

bandpass filter to remove the circulation anomalies as-

sociated with ENSO. As in H16, the direction of Rossby

wave propagation is investigated using wave activity flux

vectors (W vectors; Takaya and Nakamura 2001):

W5
1

2jUj

2
4U(c2

x 2cc
xx
)1V(c

x
c
y
2cc

xy
)

U(c
x
c
y
2cc

xy
)1V(c2

y 2cc
yy
)

3
5 , (5)

where c is the 200-hPa anomalous pentad stream-

function, the vector U is composed of the average DJF

200-hPa zonal andmeridional winds represented byU and

V, respectively, and the subscripts represent partial de-

rivatives of c in the x and/or y directions. The W vectors

are parallel to theRossby wave group velocity, providing a

snapshot in time of Rossby wave packet propagation. The

RMM phase 3 and 7 teleconnection pattern composites

are shown in Figs. 6–9 for warm and cold ENSO events.

Pentad 200-hPa streamfunction anomalies and the as-

sociatedW vectors are shown in the left column of each

figure. Anomalous 500-hPa geopotential height is also

provided (right column) since it is the field used to define

blocking in (1). As in H16, dotted regions indicate geo-

potential height anomalies that are significantly different

from zero at the 95% confidence level using a two-tailed

Student’s t test. The number of samples is estimated by

dividing the number of days in each RMM phase by the

average duration of an RMM phase across all RMM

phases, which is found to be 5 (e.g., H16; Alaka and

Maloney 2012). This average value is found to be the

same during both El Niño and La Niña events, although
the duration of an individual RMM phase varies de-

pending on RMM and ENSO phase.

During RMM phase 3, an anticyclonic anomaly

develops at the exit region of the jet during both

FIG. 3. Stationary zonal wavenumberKs derived from the DJF 200-hPaMercator zonal wind for (top) warm and

(bottom) cold ENSO conditions. Regions of easterly winds (uM , 0) are in white, and areas where bM , 0 are

in black.
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ENSO phases (Figs. 6 and 7, top panels). The anti-

cyclonic anomaly extends farther east during El Niño
(Fig. 6) than La Niña (Fig. 7), likely due to the large

difference in the zonal extent of the subtropical jet

(Fig. 2; e.g., Henderson et al. 2017), in agreement with

the discussion of Fig. 3. This behavior becomes even

more apparent during pentad 1. Rossby waves prop-

agate northeast from the anticyclonic anomaly

forming a wave train over North America, as shown

by the W vectors (Figs. 6 and 7, top panel). These

Pacific Rossby wave patterns are in agreement with

those in Takahashi and Shirooka (2014, their Fig. 11).

During El Niño, Rossby waves in pentad 1 (Fig. 6,

second panel) propagate northeast from the anoma-

lous anticyclone over northeast North America,

forming a deep trough in the Atlantic. During La

Niña (Fig. 7), the anticyclonic anomaly over north-

east North America strengthens by pentad 1 (second

panel) and weakens over time, with no other signifi-

cant anomalies in the Atlantic region.

The RMM phase 7 teleconnection patterns during El

Niño and La Niña are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, re-

spectively. For both ENSO phases, W vectors suggest

northeast Rossby wave packet propagation from the

cyclonic anomaly near the jet exit region to the anticy-

clonic anomaly over northwest North America (Figs. 8

and 9; pentads 0 and 1). However, the cyclonic anomaly

during LaNiña extends farther west relative to that of El
Niño in the midlatitudes, a difference likely due to the

lesser eastward extent of the jet during La Niña (Figs. 2

and 3). In addition, the teleconnection pattern during La

Niña is of higher amplitude than that during El Niño.
This difference in amplitude may be due to the stronger

RWS during La Niña (Fig. 5), given that RMM phase 7

has a similar number of days during both ENSO phases.

During El Niño, MJO Rossby wave packets propagate

FIG. 4. RMMphase–longitude diagram of 30–70-day band filtered OLR (Wm22) averaged

from 108S to 108N during (top) warm and (bottom) cold ENSO phases. RMM phase is along

the y axis, where P1 indicates RMM phase 1 and so on.
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from the Pacific over North America during pentads

0 and 1 (Fig. 8, left column). The Rossby waves lead to a

dipole structure over northeast North America and

Greenland (Fig. 8), which is not observed during La

Niña (Fig. 9). The dipole structure persists through

pentad 3, or approximately 15–19 days after RMM

phase 7 (Fig. 8). The Atlantic pattern is similar to cluster

4 in Riddle et al. (2013, their Fig. 3), which they compare

to a negative Arctic Oscillation (AO)–like pattern. In

agreement with our results, the study noticed the in-

creased occurrence of this pattern following RMM

phase 7 during El Niño, and note that further work is

needed to understand why the increased frequency of

the pattern exists.

5. MJO impacts on blocking during ENSO

The influence of the MJO on Pacific and Atlantic

high-latitude blocking is examined following the same

compositing technique and significance testing as in

H16. The dichotomous blocking indices indicating the

presence of a large-scale persistent block are first com-

posited relative to ENSO phase to determine the mean

ENSO DJF blocking frequency (Fig. 10, middle and

FIG. 5. RMM phase 7 pentad composites of 30–70-day filtered (a) OLR during (top) warm and (bottom) cold

ENSO, and (b) Rossby wave source (RWS; color shading) during (top) warm and (bottom) cold ENSO. In (a),

dotted regions indicate OLR anomalies 95% significantly different from zero based on a two-tailed Student’s t test.

In (b), the Ks 5 3 contour line from Fig. 3 is overlaid and the bM , 0 regions are hatched north of 258N.
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bottom panels). The blocking frequency maximum

over the west-central Pacific is largely influenced by

the meridional gradient of geopotential height, which

is climatologically weak in that region (e.g., Woollings

et al. 2008). During El Niño, this blocking frequency

maximum has slightly higher amplitude than the DJF

climatological mean (Fig. 10, top left panel) and neu-

tral ENSO conditions (not shown). In contrast, the

frequency of high-latitude Pacific blocking during La

Niña is substantially reduced. As previously discussed,

the high-latitude meridional gradient of geopotential

height is strengthened by the anomalous anticyclonic

response to La Niña tropical heating. Blocking as de-

fined by (1) is associated with a reversal in the geo-

potential height gradient, which is harder to achieve

at higher latitudes during La Niña. During El Niño,
the cyclonic anomaly (Fig. 1) acts to weaken the

high-latitude meridional gradient where it is already

relatively weak, so that the impact is not as great. In

contrast to the Pacific, when viewed in isolation ENSO

has a lesser impact over the Atlantic (e.g., Fig. 1), and

changes to the mean blocking frequency are relatively

small (Fig. 10, right column).

Blocking frequency anomalies composited relative

to MJO and ENSO phase are shown in Figs. 11 and 12

for the Pacific and Atlantic, respectively, and are cal-

culated by subtracting the DJF mean (Fig. 10, top

panels) from each composite. The blocking frequen-

cies are lagged relative to RMM phase, as indicated on

the top left of each panel, where an m-day lag is the

blocking frequency m days after that RMM phase.

Dotted regions indicate that the blocking frequency

anomalies are significantly different from zero at the

95% significance level using a moving-blocks boot-

strap test, also used in H16. The moving-blocks boot-

strap is calculated independently for each lag, MJO,

and ENSO phase. Similar to a traditional bootstrap,

the test approximates the data characteristics by

sampling the data randomly, with replacement; how-

ever, the samples are taken in overlapping blocks of

length l in order to preserve the data autocorrelation

(e.g., Wilks 2011).

FIG. 6. Warm ENSORMM phase 3 composites of 30–70-day filtered (left) 200-hPa streamfunction and (right) 500-hPa

geopotential height for (top tobottom)pentad 0 topentad 3,where apentad is a 5-daymean.Blackdotting demonstrates the

anomalies found to be 95% significantly different from zero. Positive (negative) streamfunction is in solid (dashed) contours

with an interval of 153 105ms22, and the zero contour is omitted.Overlaid on streamfunction arewave activity flux vectors.

Vectors with a magnitude below 2m2 s22 are omitted. The reference vector is provided below the left column.
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The sampled blocks of length l are joined together to

create bootstrap samples of size N, and the process is

repeated 5000 times.Values ofN are provided above each

panel in Figs. 11 and 12, where N is the total number of

days in that MJO and ENSO phase. Block length l is the

estimated duration of each RMM phase, as in H16, cal-

culated for each ENSO phase. During El Niño, the block
lengths are found to be l 5 4, 5, 7, 6, 4, 5, 6, and 6 for

RMMphases 1–8, respectively. During LaNiña, l5 4, 6,

5, 5, 6, 5, 6, and 5 for phases 1–8, respectively. For a

more detailed description of the moving-blocks boot-

strap and block length calculation, see H16. Similar re-

sults were obtained using a more conservative block

length that assumed all MJO events within the same

ENSO season were fully dependent (not shown). Also

shown in Figs. 11 and 12 are the number of days NB in

that MJO and ENSO phase that observed large-scale

persistent blocking, and a ratioR5NB/N, indicating the

percent of days that experienced blocking m days after

that RMM phase during an ENSO event. Note that NB

is a total count for the full basin including the blocking

events that make up the DJF mean (i.e., Fig. 10).

The anomalous blocking frequency composites

presented in this section are recreated using a longer

reanalysis dataset, spanning from 1949 to 2016, in the ap-

pendix as a way to address the sample size limitations in-

troduced when compositing by ENSO and RMM phase.

Although the longer timeline allows for more samples,

data prior to the satellite-era have scarcer observations

and exclude satellite-derived fields such as OLR.

a. Pacific blocking

Based on the findings of H16, RMM phases 1–5

are associated with significant suppression in Pacific

high-latitude blocking due to a strengthening of the

meridional geopotential height gradient by the MJO

teleconnection patterns. This blocking suppression

shifts eastward with RMM phase as the MJO-induced

geopotential height anomalies move eastward. This

suppression is evident during ENSO neutral years (not

shown); however, there are some key differences during

cold andwarmENSOevents. Pacific blocking anomalies

during and following RMM phase 3 during warm and

cold DJF seasons are shown in Figs. 11a and 11b (top

rows), respectively. The neutral (not shown) and cold

(Fig. 11b, top row) ENSO phases demonstrate a signif-

icant suppression in central Pacific blocking, whereas

anomalies are not significant for warm ENSO events

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for cold ENSO conditions.
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(Fig. 11a, top row). In all lags investigated here, signifi-

cant blocking anomalies are primarily observed in the

latter half of the MJO cycle during El Niño and in the

first half of the MJO cycle during La Niña. To un-

derstand why these differences exist, the combined im-

pact of ENSO and MJO teleconnections is examined.

The unfiltered 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies for

RMM phase 3 pentad 1 is shown in Fig. 13 for warm (top

left) and cold (bottom left) ENSO phases. These unfiltered

patterns are calculated by removing the long-term daily

mean and the first three harmonics of the seasonal cycle and

demonstrate the combined impact of ENSO and the MJO

5–9 days after RMM phase 3. During El Niño, the com-

bined impact of ENSO and RMM phase 3 is relatively

weak. This is because the negative Pacific geopotential

height anomaly associated with El Niño (Fig. 1, top) is

partially cancelled out by the significant positive geo-

potential height anomaly in the same region that follows

RMMphase 3 (Fig. 6, second panel). These teleconnection

patterns in the Pacific act destructively, and no significant

changes in blocking occur. During La Niña, however, there
is a strong anticyclonic anomaly over the east Pacific be-

tween 308 and 608N(Fig. 1), whileRMMphase 3 pentad 1 is

associated with a cyclonic anomaly north of approximately

508N (Fig. 7, second row). Combined, a strong dipole exists

over the eastern half of the North Pacific basin (Fig. 13,

bottom left). This dipole acts to strengthen the geopotential

height gradient and blocking is significantly suppressed

along the southern and western flanks of the cyclonic

anomaly. For similar reasons, significant suppression of

Pacific blocking is observed following RMM phases 1–5

during La Niña (only phase 3 shown).

The latter half of theMJO life cycle (RMMphases 6–8)

is associated with the eastward propagation of a negative

geopotential height anomaly near the subtropical jet

and a positive geopotential height anomaly to its north-

east (e.g., H16). This pattern is evident following RMM

phase 7 for bothENSOphases (Figs. 8 and 9); however, the

blocking impacts greatly differ between warm and cold

ENSO conditions (Fig. 11; second and fourth row). During

El Niño, a significant persistent increase in blocking occurs
across the North Pacific, lasting from approximately 5 to

15 days after RMM phase 7 (Fig. 11a, bottom row). The

persistent increase is reflected in other RMM phases,

with a significant increase in blocking frequency following

RMM phases 6–8 (only phase 7 shown). This significant

increase in blocking frequency does not appear in the cold

ENSO composites (Fig. 11b, bottom row).

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for RMM phase 7.
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These differences can be better understood by ex-

amining the combined influence of ENSO and the MJO

on the large-scale circulation. The unfiltered geo-

potential height anomalies following RMM phase 7 are

shown in Fig. 13 (right column). Both El Niño (Fig. 1,

top) and RMM phase 7, pentad 1 (Fig. 8, second row)

are associated with anomalously negative geopotential

height in the central Pacific, suggesting that the Rossby

waves associated with both forms of variability will act

constructively to amplify the anomaly in that region.

The individual teleconnections (Figs. 1 and 8) suggest

that the Pacific basin anomalies are only destructive in

the Gulf of Alaska, as observed by the reduced south-

ward extent of the positive geopotential height anomaly

over northwest NorthAmerica in Fig. 13 relative to Fig. 8.

The negative central Pacific geopotential height anomaly

is flanked by positive height anomalies to its north

(Fig. 13, top right), indicating that there is a weakening of

the mean meridional geopotential height gradient

throughout the North Pacific basin so that a reversal, and

hence a block as defined by (1), is easier to achieve.

During La Niña, Fig. 13 (bottom right) suggests that

the anomalies west of the date line are relatively weak.

The Pacific anticyclonic anomaly associated with La

Niña (Fig. 1, bottom) acts to extend the anticyclonic

anomaly that follows RMM phase 7 (Fig. 9) southward,

reaching approximately 308N. The anticyclonic anomaly

coincides with an increase in blocking frequency along

western North America (not shown), indicating an impact

on east Pacific midlatitude blocking. It is possible that the

anomalous ridge over the northeast Pacific (Fig. 13) is as-

sociated with omega-type blocking that does not contain a

reversal, which would be missed by the blocking index. Al-

though the primary focus here is on high-latitude blocking, a

brief examination of transient eddies during cold ENSO

RMM phase 7 is discussed in section 5c, suggesting a pos-

sible impact on midlatitude blocking during this time.

b. Atlantic blocking

In the Atlantic basin, blocking is significantly sup-

pressed following RMM phase 3 when considering all

DJF seasons (e.g., H16; Hamill and Kiladis 2014), a re-

lationship also observed during ENSO neutral years

(not shown). Figure 12b (top row) indicates that At-

lantic high-latitude blocking is suppressed following

phase 3 during La Niña. During El Niño, suppressed
regions that meet the significance criteria are less con-

sistent between lags, suggesting a weaker relationship

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6, but for RMM phase 7 during cold ENSO conditions.
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between the MJO and blocking (Fig. 12a, top row). In

addition, suppressed regions are of weaker amplitude

during El Niño; however, there is a large difference in

sample size that can impact the relative amplitude of the

anomalies (see N values above each panel). Filtered

MJO teleconnection patterns demonstrate that a deep

Atlantic trough follows RMM phase 3 during El Niño
(Fig. 6), whereas during La Niña there is a significant

ridge over northeast North America (Fig. 7). When

considering both ENSO and theMJO, a trough emerges

over Greenland during La Niña at pentad 1 (Fig. 13,

bottom left). During pentads 2 and 3 (not shown), the

ridge over northeast North America strengthens and

shifts slightly south with increasingly negative geo-

potential height anomalies to its north. This pattern sug-

gests that following RMM phase 3 there is a persistent

strengthening of the geopotential height gradient during

La Niña that coincides with the reduced frequency of

Atlantic high-latitude blocking (Fig. 12b, top row). Dur-

ing El Niño, the Atlantic trough (Fig. 13, top left) shifts

east over northernEurope during pentad 2, weakening by

pentad 3 (not shown), and the anomalous ridge over

northeast North America (Fig. 13, top left) weakens

substantially by pentads 2 and 3 (not shown). Atlantic

blocking north of this anomalous ridge may be reduced in

individual cases where the ridge is allowed to persist.

FIG. 10. Mean blocking frequency for the (left) Pacific and (right) Atlantic regions based on (top) all DJF seasons,

(middle) warm ENSO DJF seasons, and (bottom) cold ENSO DJF seasons.
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During El Niño, a significant increase in Atlantic

blocking frequency is observed during and following

RMM phase 7 (Fig. 12a, bottom row; lag 0 not shown),

with maximum anomalies tripling that of the DJF mean

(Fig. 10) at later lags. A significant increase in Atlantic

blocking was also observed in H16 when considering all

DJF seasons; however, the increase in blocking following

phase 7 is not significantly different from zero when con-

sidering only ENSO neutral years (not shown) and only

significant in a small region at later lags during La Niña
(Fig. 12b, bottom row). This suggests that the inclusion of

El Niño years was largely driving the significant Atlantic

blocking increase discussed in H16. The intraseasonal

teleconnection patterns associated with RMM phase 7

(Figs. 8 and 9) show a large difference in theAtlantic basin

between the two ENSO phases. The persistent dipole

pattern in Fig. 8 is likely in part due to the increase in

blocking, given the quasi-stationarity of the anomalies and

the large percentage of blocking days that follows phase 7

during El Niño (R 5 ;73% of days at lags 5 and 10;

Fig. 12a, bottom row). One possibility is that the MJO

initially provides the dipole anomaly and transient eddies

act to reinforce and maintain the blocking pattern. The

role of MJO heating on the development of the dipole

anomaly will be investigated using theNBLM in section 6,

and the role of transient eddies will be discussed next.

c. The role of eddies in RMM phase 7 blocking
anomalies

The persistence and quasi-stationarity of blocking

patterns cannot be fully explained by MJO stationary

waves since the MJO may evolve into the next phase

FIG. 11. Pacific blocking frequency anomalies during (a) warm and (b) cold ENSO conditions, with (a) showing

frequency anomalies (left) 5, (center) 10, and (right) 15 days after RMM phases (top) 3 and (bottom) 7, and

(b) showing anomalies at lags of 0, 5, and 10 days relative to the RMM (top) phase 3 and (bottom) phase 7.

Anomalies are a deviation from the DJF mean (Fig. 10, top row). Black dotting indicates anomalies found to be

95% significantly different from zero. For explanation of the values above each panel, see section 5.
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with a time scale much shorter than the longevity of a

block. Green (1977) found that eddies traveling along

the storm track helped maintain the blocking pattern

examined in their study by transporting low potential

vorticity (PV), or anticyclonic vorticity, into the block.

To better understand the role of eddies in maintaining

blocking in association with MJO events, the horizontal

E vector is used as formulated by Trenberth (1986):

E5

�
1

2
(y02 2 u02),2u0y0

�
cos u , (6)

where u and y are the 300-hPa zonal and meridional

winds, respectively, and u is latitude. The primes indicate

a 2–6-day bandpass filter and the overbar a time mean.

The E vector as defined by (6) examines the transport

of angular momentum by transient eddies, where its

convergence indicates the eddy activity acts to decel-

erate the local mean westerly wind, thereby reinforcing

the block (Trenberth 1986). Here we examine the E

vectors associated with RMM phase 7 during El Niño,
which is associatedwith enhanced and persistent blocking

(Fig. 12a).

Atlantic E vectors for phase 7 during El Niño are

shown in Fig. 14, as well as the corresponding E-vector

divergence (color shading). Also overlaid is the associ-

ated mean 300-hPa transient eddy kinetic energy

[TEKE5 (1/2)(u0 1 y0)2], which estimates the location

FIG. 12. Atlantic blocking frequency anomalies relative to the DJF mean during (a) warm and (b) cold ENSO con-

ditions (left to right) 5, 10, and 15 days after RMM(top) phase 3 and (bottom) phase 7. Black dotting indicates anomalies

found to be 95% significantly different from zero. For explanation of the values above each panel, see section 5.
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of the storm track (e.g., Pelly and Hoskins 2003). The

E-vector fields are smoothed by lowering the wind data

resolution to a 2.58 grid prior to theE-vector calculation.

The anomalous Atlantic pattern is observed during

(Fig. 8, pentad 0) and following RMM phase 7 (pentads

1–3). We therefore examine eddy activity during

(Fig. 14, left panel) and 10 days after phase 7 (right

panel), in which approximately 73% of days contain a

large-scale block largely concentrated south of Green-

land and over the Labrador Sea (Fig. 12a, bottom row).

During RMM phase 7, E-vector convergence south of

Greenland indicates that eddy activity is acting to de-

celerate the westerly flow near the center of and in the

northern portion of the storm track (Fig. 14). The de-

celeration of the flow coincides with the initial increase

in Greenland blocking frequency (lag 0 not shown in

Fig. 12a). The E-vector convergence is also observed

along the northern flank of the storm track at lag 10

(Fig. 14, right panel). In the presence of an anticyclone,

the deceleration of the flow suggests eddy activity acts to

reinforce blocking activity by depositing low PV air into

the block. During and following RMM phase 7, eddy

activity accelerates the westerly flow along the southern

flank of the storm track, indicated by E-vector di-

vergence. This suggests that eddy activity acts to shift the

storm track southward (see TEKE contours, lag 10), a

characteristic commonly associated with Greenland

blocking (e.g., Woollings et al. 2008).

In section 5a, we discussed an anomalous ridge over the

northeast Pacific that may be associated with omega-type

FIG. 13. RMM (left) phase 3 and (right) phase 7 pentad 1 composites of unfiltered 500-hPa geopotential height

anomalies during (top) warm and (bottom) cold ENSO conditions.

FIG. 14. Warm ENSO composites of 300-hPa mean transient eddy kinetic energy (TEKE; contours), E vectors,

and E-vector divergence (color shading) during (left) lag 0 and (right) 10 days after RMM phase 7. The TEKE

contour interval is 20m2 s22 beginning at 90m2 s22. E vectors of magnitude less than 5m2 s22 are omitted.
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blocking. Although midlatitude blocking is beyond the

scope of this paper, here we briefly discuss the behav-

ior of east Pacific transient eddies during cold ENSO

RMM phase 7. Composites of E-vector divergence and

TEKE during RMM phase 7 suggest that TEKE is re-

duced relative to mean cold ENSO conditions (not

shown). There is E-vector convergence near the center

of the anomalous east Pacific ridge (see Fig. 13), ex-

tending from the Alaskan southern coast to approxi-

mately 408N (now shown). This suggests that transient

eddies are acting to slow the westerly flow in this region,

thereby reinforcing possible blocking conditions. TheE-

vector convergence persists through lag 10, and is fol-

lowed by a strengthening of the storm track at later lags.

MJO influence on east Pacific omega-type midlatitude

blocking necessitates further investigation and is a sub-

ject of future work.

This E-vector analysis provides some understanding

of the maintenance and persistence of the blocking

pattern shown in Figs. 8 and 12a. While W vectors sug-

gest that MJO Rossby wave propagation is involved in

the development of the dipole anomaly (Fig. 8), a cause

and effect argument is difficult because composite

analysis does not distinguish between the geopotential

height anomalies generated by the significant increase in

blocking and the anomalies generated by the MJO

Rossby waves. To better understand the role of theMJO

on the dipole anomaly, a simple nonlinear model is

employed.

6. NLBM experiments

The impact of theMJOon the atmospheric circulation

during ENSO events is investigated using the nonlinear

dry baroclinicmodel introduced byYasui andWatanabe

(2010). The NLBM is a simplified dry atmospheric

general circulation model derived from primitive equa-

tions on a sphere, and has been used by various studies

to examine the nonlinear response to anomalous forcing

(e.g., Nakamura et al. 2015; Kosaka et al. 2012). The

NLBM is first used to examine the differences between

the RMM phase 3 teleconnection patterns for different

ENSO phases, and help determine if these changes are

primarily explained by the ENSO-induced differences in

basic state and MJO heating rather than an effect of the

blocking anomalies themselves. RMM phase 3 also

demonstrates the greatest difference in sample size be-

tween cold and warm ENSO events. Recreating the

phase 3 teleconnection patterns using the NLBM helps

to ensure that the teleconnection pattern composites are

not substantially impacted by these differences in sam-

ple size (also see the appendix). In addition, themodel is

used to examine the role of the MJO on the phase 7

Atlantic blocking pattern discussed in the previous

section.

a. NLBM description and setup

The NLBM calculates the nonlinear response to a

prescribed forcing given a user-specified basic state. In

the NLBM, the basic state can be thought of as the initial

condition of the model that is perturbed only by the

prescribed forcing. The model has a T42 horizontal

resolution and 20 vertical levels on s surfaces. It em-

ploys biharmonic diffusion with an e-folding time scale

of 1 day for the largest wavenumbers. The prescribed

basic state is maintained by nudging temperature back

toward the basic state every 10 days using Newtonian

cooling (e.g., Nakamura et al. 2015). The experiments

are ran for 50 days and include two control runs and the

MJO-forcing runs. The two control runs are initialized

with the DJF El Niño and La Niña basic state, re-

spectively, calculated from ERA-Interim 1979–2016

data. The MJO-forcing runs are prescribed an ENSO

basic state and initialized using a propagating MJO heat

source, discussed below. The anomalous response to

MJO heating is then the difference between the MJO-

forced run and the control run of the same ENSO

basic state.

The apparent heat source (Q1; Yanai et al. 1973)

anomaly associated with the MJO during a given ENSO

phase is used to force the NLBM. The value of Q1 is

calculated using DJF ERA-Interim reanalysis data from

1979–2016 as a residual of the dry static energy (s)

budget, given by

Q
1
5

›s

›t
1= � (sV)1

›(sv)

›p
, (7)

where s 5 cpT 1 gz, in which cp is the specific heat ca-

pacity of air at constant pressure, T is the temperature, g

is the gravitational constant, and z is the height. In (7),

v is the pressure velocity and V is the horizontal wind

vector. Anomalies in apparent heating (Q0
1) are calcu-

lated by applying a 30–70-day bandpass filter to remove

diabatic heating anomalies associated with ENSO and

other types of variability, and compositing by MJO and

ENSO phase. For each ENSO phase, a 48-day propa-

gating heat source is derived by using the eight MJOQ0
1

phase composites and linearly interpolating, under the

assumption that each RMM phase spans approximately

6 days. The idealized 48-day MJO cycle was also used in

Henderson et al. (2017), which used a propagating heat

source to force the linear version of the model used here

(LBM; Watanabe and Kimoto 2000).

For each MJO forcing run, it is important to consider

what RMM phase will begin each 48-day cycle. It is
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possible that the teleconnection patterns during a given

RMM phase is influenced by many RMM phases before

it, although the evolution of MJO events are often more

episodic than continuous. The average MJO evolution

during ENSO events is examined using the two-

dimensional RMM phase space (Fig. 15), where the x

and y axes are RMM1 and RMM2, respectively. A

typical strong MJO event is characterized by counter-

clockwise motion in the RMM phase space and an am-

plitude greater than 1, indicated by the unit circle in the

figure. Average MJO persistence is calculated in a sim-

ilar way as in Rashid et al. (2011) and Henderson et al.

(2017), which computed the average phase-space tra-

jectory and decay time scale (i.e., the moment in which

the trajectory falls below the unit circle) of strong MJO

events beginning at each phase-space quadrant. How-

ever, we calculate these trajectories backward in time

(i.e., clockwise motion in phase space) since we are in-

terested in determining which RMM phase in which to

begin each 48-day Q0
1 forcing.

The initial point of each trajectory, marked by a large

filled circle in Fig. 15, is the average RMM value for

strong MJO events in each phase quadrant during El

Niño (red) and La Niña (blue). For reference, trajecto-

ries during neutral years are also provided in black. The

backward trajectories are initialized in RMMphases 2–3

(Fig. 15, bottom quadrant), 4–5 (right quadrant), 6–7

(top quadrant), and 8–1 (left quadrant), with alternating

dashed and solid curves for clarity. Here we focus on the

backward trajectories initialized in RMM phases 2–3

and phases 6–7 since we are interested in the phase 3 and

phase 7 teleconnection patterns. The RMM phase in

which the trajectories fall below the unit circle is then

the average phase that an MJO event begins with that

leads to strong RMM phases 2–3 or 6–7. Figure 15 sug-

gests thatMJO events persist very differently depending

onENSOandRMMphase. For example, a strongRMM

phase 2–3 during La Niña is preceded on average by

relatively persistent MJO activity beginning in the pre-

vious MJO cycle. During El Niño and neutral condi-

tions, however, the trajectory does not extend beyond

one RMMphase. MJO persistence also varies by ENSO

phase for the RMM phase 6–7 trajectories. During El

Niño, more persistent MJO activity precedes a strong

RMM phase 6–7 than during La Niña, with an initial

phase 4 during El Niño. Figure 15 provides a useful

guide on what preceding RMM phase to initiate the

propagating heat source in the NLBM experiments in

order to determine heating anomalies during a target

phase.

b. NLBM experiments: Phase 3 teleconnection
patterns

This section will use the NLBM to examine the RMM

phase 3 differences as a function of ENSO phase. The

propagating Q0
1 for the El Niño run is initiated using

RMMphase 2, whereas the LaNiña run is initiated using
RMM phase 8. These initialization phases provided the

results most comparable to Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 16 (top

panel) shows the El Niño 500-hPa geopotential height

NLBM response to MJO heating averaged from 21 to

26 days after initialization of the run, or 14 to 19 days

after RMM phase 3 begins. Figure 16 (bottom panel) is

the response toMJO heating using a La Niña basic state,
and is shown as the average from days 25–30 after ini-

tialization of the run, or approximately 7 to 12 days after

phase 3 begins. This earlier time frame is shown since the

significant anomalies that follow RMM phase 3 during

La Niña are largely confined to the earlier MJO lagged

pentads (Fig. 7).

The NLBM response using the El Niño basic state

and MJO heating (Fig. 16, top) shows many similari-

ties to the composites following RMM phase 3, par-

ticularly pentads 1–2 (Fig. 6, second and third rows). In

agreement with Fig. 6, the NLBM response has an

anticyclonic anomaly over the east Pacific and a me-

ridionally elongated cyclonic anomaly over western

North America. Relative to the La Niña NLBM run

FIG. 15. RMM index amplitude backward trajectories in phase

space during the warm (red), cold (blue), and neutral (black)

ENSO phases. Trajectories initiate in each quadrant when the

ENSO phase RMM index indicates a strong amplitude MJO event

(.1.3) in phases (bottom) 2-3, (right) 4-5, (top) 6-7, and (left) 8 or

1. Each trajectory is shown for 21 days (20 days prior to initiation).

Circles mark every 5 days. The composite indices are smoothed

using a 5-point running mean prior to plotting (e.g., Rashid

et al. 2011).
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(Fig. 16, bottom), the El Niño Pacific anomalies are

shifted east in agreement with our previous discussion.

In the La Niña NLBM run, the anticyclonic anomaly

forms and maintains west of 1508W with the cyclonic

anomaly over the east Pacific, in agreement with Fig. 7,

pentads 0–1 (first two rows). The shift demonstrated

here is similar to the LBM results of Henderson et al.

(2017), who found an eastward shift in the Pacific MJO

teleconnection patterns in GCMs with a zonally ex-

tended subtropical jet such as that observed during El

Niño (e.g., Fig. 2). In addition, the La Niña NLBM run

suggests that the Pacific geopotential height anomalies

(Fig. 7) are not caused by the significant suppression of

blocking (Fig. 11b, top row) since blocking is not

simulated in this simple model. However, it is possible

that the blocking anomalies amplify the geopotential

height anomalies.

In the El Niño run (Fig. 16, top), a deep trough de-

velops over the Atlantic and an anticyclonic anomaly

over Europe. A similar pattern is also observed in the

pentads following RMM phase 3 (Fig. 6), with the

NLBM deep trough shifted south relative to reanalysis.

In the La Niña run, the NLBM is able to capture the

anticyclonic anomaly over northeast North America

previously discussed to aid in the suppression of Atlantic

high-latitude blocking that follows RMM phase 3, sug-

gesting the geopotential height anomaly is forced by

MJO heating and not due to the suppression of blocking

itself. However, the NLBM extends the anticyclonic

anomaly too far northeast relative to the composite.

Furthermore, the NLBM strengthens the Atlantic cy-

clonic anomaly (Fig. 16, bottom) whereas the composite

does not (Fig. 7). It is possible that the cyclonic anomaly

is suppressed by internal variability or an external forcing

FIG. 16. NLBM 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly response against the (top) warm and (bottom) cold ENSO

basic state. The warm ENSO run is the average 21–26-day response to a propagating heat source initiated with

RMMphase 2 heating, and corresponds to 14–19 days afterRMMphase 3 begins. The coldENSO run is the average

25–30-day response to a propagating heat source initiated with RMMphase 8 heating and corresponds to 7–12 days

after RMM phase 3 begins. See text for further details regarding the propagating heat source used. Contours are

every 5m and the zero contour is omitted.
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outside of the MJO, which would not be captured by

the NLBM.

c. NLBM experiments: Phase 7 El Niño pattern

The role of MJO Rossby waves in producing the

RMM phase 7 El Niño Atlantic dipole (Fig. 8) is ex-

amined using a propagating heat source beginning with

RMM phase 4 in conjunction with the El Niño basic

state. Since the significant Atlantic cyclonic anomaly is

observed during RMM phase 7 (Fig. 8, top row), we

show the NLBM response prior to (Fig. 17, top), during

(middle), and following (bottom) phase 7. The cyclonic

anomaly over northeast North America develops prior

to phase 7 (top) and grows during phase 7 with an an-

ticyclonic anomaly to its north (middle). Whereas Fig. 8

demonstrates that the dipole anomaly persists, the di-

pole does not persist in the NLBM. Rather, the cyclonic

anomaly propagates eastward (Fig. 17, bottom) and the

anticyclonic anomaly dissipates. This is not surprising

since the NLBM lacks dynamics important for blocking

maintenance, such as eddy–mean flow interactions.

Figure 17 suggests that MJO Rossby waves can develop

an Atlantic dipole anomaly such as that observed in

Fig. 8 that can act as the initial impetus for blocking

anomalies. The blocking pattern can then be main-

tained by non-MJO dynamics, such as that discussed in

section 5c.

7. Summary and discussion

The influence of MJO teleconnections during ENSO

events on high-latitude blocking is examined, expanding

on the results discussed in H16. Results demonstrate

that during El Niño, MJO Pacific teleconnection pat-

terns are shifted east relative to La Niña. During RMM

phase 3, the Pacific teleconnection patterns associated

with the MJO and El Niño are largely destructive, pro-

ducing little impact on high-latitude blocking. Con-

versely, during La Niña the RMM phase 3 Pacific

teleconnection pattern anomalies are largely construc-

tive, and blocking is significantly suppressed throughout

the North Pacific. Experiments using the NLBM dem-

onstrate that the phase 3 LaNiña teleconnection pattern
is largely explained by MJO heating and the La Niña
basic state, suggesting that the geopotential height

anomalies during phase 3 are not a result of the signifi-

cant suppression of blocking but rather Rossby wave

teleconnections forced by the MJO. However, the

blocking anomalies may amplify the geopotential height

anomalies. Furthermore, the RMM phase 7 Pacific tel-

econnections during El Niño add constructively to the

El Niño teleconnection pattern and are associated with a
significant and persistent increase in blocking frequency.

During La Niña, the phase 7 Pacific teleconnection

pattern does not destructively interfere with the LaNiña
teleconnection pattern, but it produces a pattern not

favorable for west Pacific high-latitude blocking. It may,

however, be associated with east Pacific midlatitude

blocking and necessitates further investigation.

The El Niño phase 7 teleconnection pattern is asso-

ciated with a significant and persistent increase in At-

lantic blocking, with local blocking frequencies reaching

3 times those of the DJF mean. Atlantic phase 7

blocking frequency anomalies are not significant dur-

ing neutral ENSO, suggesting that the significant in-

crease during El Niño largely accounts for the near

doubling in blocking frequency discussed in H16. Re-

sults using an NLBM indicate that MJO Rossby waves

provide the initial dipole anomaly observed during

RMM phase 7. The blocking pattern is then likely

maintained by transient eddy activity.

The investigations in this study are limited by the

sample sizes of each MJO and ENSO phase, which is in

part taken into account by the use of theNLBMas well as

examining the blocking composites using the longer

NNR1 dataset (see the appendix). However, caution is

necessary when comparing the amplitude of the com-

posites due to differences in RMM phase sample size be-

tween ENSO phases. Future work includes examining the

results discussed here using long-term GCM simulations,

which diminish the impact of sample size limitations.

Furthermore, important factors for the MJO–blocking

relationship, such as the background flow and transient

eddy activity, evolve with the seasonal cycle. This suggests

that results for each individualmonthwill likely have some

differences from the seasonal composites discussed here.

Results would also vary depending on ENSO amplitude

and type (e.g., east Pacific vs central Pacific ENSO), re-

quiring further investigation. Additionally, the NLBM has

limitations due to its simplicity. MJO teleconnections may

involve feedbacks with latent heat release in the mid-

latitudes, as well as interactions with the mean flow and

synoptic activity (e.g., Sakaeda and Roundy 2014; Roundy

et al. 2017). These relationships would not be captured by

the NLBM and may account for some of the differences

from reanalysis.

In addition to the impact of ENSO on MJO tele-

connections, which is the primary focus here, the MJO

can influence ENSO teleconnections. For example, Hoell

et al. (2014) found that MJO activity can amplify or

weaken the magnitude of the ENSO teleconnection pat-

terns by altering ENSO precipitation. This, in turn, can

impact atmospheric blocking frequency and compels

further investigation. In addition, MJO teleconnections

during ENSO events may influence midlatitude blocking

over the east Pacific and Europe. These regions have a
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FIG. 17. NLBM 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly response against the warm ENSO basic state. Shown are

the average (top) 16–20-, (middle) 20–25-, and (bottom) 25–30-day responses to a propagating heat source initiated

with RMM phase 4. The averages approximately coincide with the days (top) prior to, (middle) during, and

(bottom) after RMM phase 7, where phase 7 of the propagating heat source begins on day 22. See text for further

details regarding the propagating heat source used. Contours are every 5m and the zero contour is omitted.
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lower frequency of blocking in the mean relative to the

high latitudes (e.g., H16) and are not discussed here due

to sample size limitations. However, these regions could

be examined using a GCM.
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APPENDIX

Addressing Sample Sizes

We address the limitation of sample size in two ways.

One is by the use of theNLBM in section 6. Experiments

using the NLBM suggest that the MJO teleconnection

patterns shown in Figs. 6–8 are forced byMJOheating in

FIG. A1. Atlantic blocking frequency anomalies relative to the DJF mean computed using NCEP–NCAR Re-

analysis 1 data from 1949–2016. Shown are frequency anomalies during (a) warm and (b) cold ENSO conditions

(left to right) 5, 10, and 15 days after RMM (top) phase 3 and (bottom) phase 7. Black dotting indicates anomalies

found to be 95% significantly different from zero. For explanation of the values above each panel, see section 5.
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an ENSO basic state. In this section, we address sample

sizes a second way: by examining the anomalous

blocking composites using a longer dataset. Here we

recreate the results from section 5 using NCEP–NCAR

Reanalysis 1 (NNR1) following the same methodology

as described in section 2. The data have a 2.58 resolution
and span from 1949 to 2016, with 16 warm ENSO events

and 16 cold ENSO events defined in the samemanner as

the above analysis (see section 2a).

The NNR1 data span prior to the satellite era; there-

fore, in order to define theMJORMM indices, only 200-

and 850-hPa zonal winds are used and satellite-derived

OLR is omitted. Using only the wind field is justified by

the high correlation between the full RMM indices and

the wind-only RMM indices (r 5 0.99; Straub 2013). To

calculate the wind-based RMM indices, the equatorially

averaged (158S–158N) NNR1 winds are projected onto

the full combined EOFs, which includeOLR. The EOFs

were made available by Matthew Wheeler (2015, per-

sonal communication). This methodology has been used

in modeling studies to compare model MJOs to that of

reanalysis, where the projection onto the provided re-

analysis EOFs provides a consistent framework for

comparison (e.g., Waliser et al. 2009; Henderson

et al. 2017).

Atlantic blocking frequency anomalies during warm

and cold ENSO events are shown in Figs. A1a and A1b,

respectively, for RMM phases 3 and 7. Anomalies are

defined as the difference from the NNR1 DJF mean

blocking frequency (not shown). The results are very

similar to Fig. 12. During warm ENSO events, there is a

significant increase in Atlantic blocking frequency fol-

lowing RMM phase 7, although this increase extends

farther south in the NNR1 dataset. Similar blocking

anomaly composites were generated using the NRR1

data from 1979 to 2016 (not shown), and this southward

FIG. A2. As in Fig. A1, but for the Pacific basin.
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extent was still present, suggesting it is the NRR1

dataset and not the extended time-range that results

in the southward extension. During cold ENSO

events, Fig. A1b does not show a strong increase in

phase 7 blocking frequency at later lags (e.g.,

Fig. 12b). However, the blocking frequency increase is

amplified when limiting the NRR1 dataset to 1979–

2016 (not shown), suggesting that the lag-15 increase

(Fig. 12b) may be an artifact of a limited sample size.

In agreement with Fig. 12, there is a stronger sup-

pression of blocking following RMM phase 3 during

cold ENSO events than during warm ENSO events.

However, the region of significant suppression is not

consistent between lags.

Similar composites were generated for the Pacific re-

gion (Fig. A2). The NRR1 composites demonstrate a

persistent significant increase in blocking frequency fol-

lowing RMM phase 7 during warm ENSO events and not

during cold ENSO events (Fig. A2a, bottom row), in

agreement with Fig. 11. Similar to theAtlantic results, the

persistent increase in NRR1 extends farther south in the

east Pacific relative to ERA-Interim (Fig. 11a). Further-

more, the NRR1 composites show a persistent significant

suppression of blocking following RMM phase 3 during

cold ENSO events (Fig. A2b, top row). This significant

suppression also extends farther south in the central and

eastern Pacific. During warm ENSO events, the RMM

phase 3 NRR1 composites demonstrate a significant de-

crease in blocking frequency over the northwest Pacific

and northeastern Asia during lags 5 and 10 (Fig. A2a, top

row). This significant suppression is not evident in the

ERA-Interim composites (Fig. 11a) and is also not sig-

nificant in the NRR1 1979–2016 blocking frequency

composites (not shown).

Although these findings, in addition to the NLBM

results, add confidence to our results, some caution is

advised. The disagreements between the ERA-Interim

and the NRR1 composites are largely in the magnitude

of the blocking frequency, which at times are amplified

(e.g., Fig A2a, phase 3 lags 5–10) or weakened (e.g.,

Fig. A1b, phase 7, lag 15) in the longer NRR1 dataset

relative to ERA-Interim. In general, however, the 1949–

2016 NRR1 composites agree with the main findings

presented in section 5.
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